
The Syracuse Hancock International Airport is centrally located in the heart of CNY, serving 1 million 

passengers annually. The Authority recognizes that the Syracuse Hancock International Airport is a 

gateway to the central New York region and beyond and seeks to optimize customer service and exceed 

customer expectations with continuous improvements to the terminal building and public-use facilities. 
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Syracuse Regional Airport Authority to Host Third Annual Meeting and 

Unveil “Mock Two” Sculpture 
 

Syracuse, New York – On September 12, 2014 the Syracuse Regional Airport Authority will 

host its third Annual Meeting in the SRAA Board Room at 12:00pm. The Annual Meeting will 

be followed by a Regular Meeting of the Board at 12:30pm. Copies of the 2014 SRAA Annual 

Report to the Community will be available in hard copy, as well as posted on our website at 

www.syrsraa.com. The Annual Report to the Community is a summary of the Authority’s 

accomplishments over the last twelve months, highlighting key projects and initiatives while at 

the same time outlining objectives and goals for the next twelve months and beyond.  This year’s 

report will also shine the spotlight on several airport employees who work behind the scenes and 

the front lines to ensure the safety, security and comfort of the flying public. 
 

“These last twelve months have been exciting, challenging, rewarding and certainly a period of 

time that will stand out in the airport’s history,” said Christina R. Callahan, Executive Director.  

“Every single person who works at the airport should be extremely proud of what we have 

accomplished and we look forward to many more exciting projects and initiatives moving 

forward.” 
 

We are also excited to unveil a large scale sculpture done by artist Benjamin Entner called 

“Mock Two” on the 12
th

. Mock Two is modeled after a kit airplane of a Grumman F6F Hellcat.  

It is made almost entirely of basswood, with a big red propeller and a giant rubber-band.  The 

Hellcat is a popular model for toy airplanes.  Its namesake was a fighter plane used 

predominantly in World War Two. 
 

“As a child I loved playing with model airplanes.  I remember watching the rubber-band 

powered model airplanes zoom through the air and wish I was flying in them.  Mock Two is that 

wish come true.  Mock Two is the second in an ongoing series of large scale sculptures.  These 

sculptures are designed to look like model airplanes, only at an adult scale.  The scale allows 

viewers, young and old, to imagine themselves winding its propeller, sitting in it, and taking 

flight.” – Benjamin Entner, Artist 
 

This sculpture is another step towards making the airport a more welcoming place to the public. 

It joins the Everson Museum exhibit in the center lobby just before security.  

http://www.syrsraa.com/

